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Joint quantum measurements of non-commuting observables are possible, if one accepts an in-
crease in the measured variances. A necessary condition for a joint measurement to be possible is
that a joint probability distribution exists for the measurement. This fact suggests that there may
be a link with Bell inequalities, as these will be satisfied if and only if a joint probability distri-
bution for all involved observables exists. We investigate the connections between Bell inequalities
and conditions for joint quantum measurements to be possible. Mermin’s inequality for the three-
particle Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger state turns out to be equivalent to the condition for a joint
measurement on two out of the three quantum systems to exist. Gisin’s Bell inequality for three
co-planar measurement directions, meanwhile, is shown to be less strict than the condition for the
corresponding joint measurement.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta, 03.65.Ud, 03.67.-a

I. INTRODUCTION

A joint quantum measurement means that by perform-
ing one measurement on a single quantum system, we
are able to produce a result for each of two observables
[1, 2, 3]. The two measured observables do not have to
commute with each other. A trivial example of such a
measurement would be to measure one of the observables,
and randomly guess a result for the other observable. It
is, however, also possible to perform joint measurements
where the element of guessing is distributed more equally
between the two non-commuting observables.

A necessary condition for the existence of a joint quan-
tum measurement is that a joint probability distribution
exists for the measurement. This probability distribu-
tion has to give the correct marginal distributions, and
has to exist for any measured quantum state. For a joint
quantum measurement, this will force the marginal prob-
ability distributions to have greater variances than if the
observables were measured alone [1, 2]. For example, the
Wigner function of two complementary observables may
be negative for some quantum states, and is therefore not
a true probability distribution. In order to obtain a posi-
tive joint probability distribution for the two observables,
we have to consider the Q function [3, 4]. The marginal
distributions of the Q function have greater spread than
those of the Wigner function [5].

Bell’s great achievement was to derive an inequality
which had to be satisfied in any local realistic theory [6].
The inequality gives a bound on the measurement corre-
lations for a bipartite system. The requirement that the
Bell inequalities are satisfied is equivalent to the existence
of a joint probability distribution for the observables in-
volved [7]. A necessary condition for a joint quantum
mechanical measurement of these observables is there-
fore that the Bell inequalities hold. This condition may,
however, not be sufficient.

In an earlier paper [8], the connection between the
restrictions placed on joint quantum measurements and

the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [10]
were investigated. In the CHSH setup, one considers a
pair of spin 1/2 particles; on each one, one makes a choice
of measuring a spin along one of two possible directions.
It turns out that if we instead make a joint measure-
ment on one of the two spin 1/2 quantum systems in-
volved in the setup, then the CHSH inequality is equiv-
alent to the condition for this joint measurement to be
possible. Evidently also if the measurements on both par-
ticles are joint measurements, then the Bell inequalities
will be satisfied [9]. In this paper, we consider the con-
nection between joint quantum measurements and Mer-
min’s inequality [11] for the three-particle Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state [12]. We show that if joint
measurements are made on two of the three quantum
systems, then the resulting condition for the existence of
such a measurement is equivalent to Mermin’s inequality.

As already mentioned above, Bell inequalities being
satisfied by the measurement statistics is not necessarily
a sufficient condition for a joint measurement to exist.
As an example of this, we consider Gisin’s inequality for
three co-planar measurement directions [13]. We shall
find that the requirement for a joint quantum measure-
ment of a spin along the considered three directions to be
possible is stronger than the corresponding Bell inequal-
ity.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
give a brief account of joint quantum measurements, con-
centrating on joint measurements of two components of
spin 1/2 [14], and in Section III we remind the reader
of the CHSH inequality. In Section IV, we proceed to
discuss Mermin’s inequality for GHZ states. Here we
show that making joint quantum measurements of the
different spin components means that Mermin’s inequal-
ity must be satisfied. In Section V, we give examples of
when the restrictions for the existence of joint quantum
measurements are strictly stronger than the conditions
placed by local realism. We conclude with a discussion
in Section VI.
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II. JOINT MEASUREMENTS OF

NON-COMMUTING OBSERVABLES

Quantum measurements are usually described in stan-
dard quantum mechanics textbooks as projective mea-
surements. A measurement of an observable Â is a
projection in the eigenbasis of Â, and the measurement
outcomes are the corresponding eigenvalues. Restrict-
ing ourselves to projective quantum measurements means
that it is not possible to measure two non-commuting ob-
servables jointly at the same time, as they do not have a
common set of eigenstates.

Projective measurements, however, are too restric-
tive. The framework of generalized quantum measure-
ments, referred to as probability operator measurements
(POMs) or positive operator valued measures (POVMs)
[15, 16], allows us to express conveniently exactly what
measurements it is possible to realize within quantum
mechanics. Allowing for detector inefficiencies, for ex-
ample, usually means that the measurement is not truly
projective, but has to be described as a generalized mea-
surement. Such a measurement is, just like a projective
measurement, described by a set of measurement opera-
tors, one for each measurement outcome. There is no con-
dition, however, saying that the measurement operators
have to be projectors onto eigenstates. The measurement
operators must have only positive or zero eigenvalues,
thus guaranteeing that the probability for each outcome
will be positive or zero for any measured quantum state.
The operators should also sum to the identity operator,
corresponding to the fact that the sum of all probabilities
for all possible experimental outcomes is 1.

It is possible to measure non-commuting observables
jointly, if one allows an increase in the variances of the
jointly measured observables. Pioneering work on joint
quantum measurements was done in [1, 2], and an elu-
cidating account is found in [3]. Such measurements
are most conveniently described as generalized quantum
measurements.

A frequently used condition for when a joint measure-
ment is a “good” measurement of two observables Â and
B̂ is that the expectation values of the jointly measured
observables should be proportional to the expectation
values of the observables when measured alone. We write

AJ = α〈Â〉 and BJ = β〈B̂〉, (1)

where α and β are positive constants and where AJ and
BJ are expectation values of the jointly measured ob-
servables. (Here we do not use the notation 〈·〉 for an
expectation value, as AJ and BJ are not observables in
the usual sense.) A sharp measurement of spin 1/2 par-
ticle along a direction a corresponds to a projective mea-
surement of the observable Â = a · ~σ, where the Pauli
spin operator ~σ = (σ̂x, σ̂y, σ̂z). Busch and co-workers
[14] found that the condition for a joint measurement of
two spin 1/2 components, parallel to the unit vectors a

and b, to be possible, is

|αa + βb| + |αa − βb| ≤ 2. (2)

Unless a and b are parallel, this condition will restrict
the values of α and β to be strictly less than one. As the
possible values for the measurement outcomes are ±1,
this means that the variances

(∆AJ )2 = A2

J −AJ
2

= 1 − α2〈Â〉2

(∆BJ )2 = B2

J −BJ
2

= 1 − β2〈B̂〉2 (3)

must increase. An earlier work [8] investigated the con-
nection between the joint measurements of a spin along
two directions and the CHSH Bell inequalities, as well as
the increase in uncertainty for the jointly measured ob-
servables. In the following Section, we review the deriva-
tion of the CHSH inequality and its connection with joint
measurements.

III. THE CHSH INEQUALITY

In the CHSH setup, we consider two spin 1/2 parti-
cles. Spin is measured along either direction a1 or b1

on system 1, and along either direction a2 or b2 on sys-
tem 2 [10]. Let us denote the measurement outcomes by
a1, b1, a2 and b2. These are all ±1. If the spin components
are local objective properties, then for each experimental
run it must hold that

a1(a2 + b2) + b1(a2 − b2) = ±2. (4)

It follows that the correlation functions, defined as the
expectation value of the product of the measurement out-
comes, E(a, b) = ab, must satisfy the inequality

|E(a1, a2) + E(a1, b2) + E(b1, a2) − E(b1, b2)| ≤ 2 (5)

for any measurement directions a1,b1,a2 or b2. In fact,
one realizes after some thought that the inequality

|E(a1, a2) + E(a1, b2)| + |E(b1, a2) − E(b1, b2)| ≤ 2 (6)

must be satisfied. If either E(a1, a2) + E(a1, b2) or
E(b1, a2) − E(b1, b2) is negative, we can always reverse
the measurement direction a1 or b1 so that the terms
become both positive or both negative. Therefore the
latter form of the inequality must also hold.

For the quantum mechanical singlet state,

|ψ−〉 =
1√
2

(|+〉1|−〉2 − |−〉1|+〉2) , (7)

the CHSH inequality is violated for some choices of mea-
surement directions. If, however, we require that a joint
quantum mechanical measurement of spin along both di-
rections a1 and b1 is made on the first spin 1/2 particle,
then the CHSH inequality will always be satisfied for the
resulting measurement results [8, 9]. In this case, there
are simultaneous results a1 and b1, as well as either a2 or
b2, for each experimental run.

For the CHSH setup, Fine has shown that the follow-
ing statements are equivalent [7]: (i) Bell inequalities are
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satisfied. (ii) A description using hidden variables is pos-
sible. (iii) There exist joint probability distributions for
all triples of observables. The equivalence of these state-
ments also implies that if joint probability distributions
exist for all triples of observables, then a (classical) joint
probability distribution necessarily exists for all four ob-
servables. This is the reason why we only need to assume
a joint measurement of spin on one of the particles, not
both, for the CHSH inequality to be satisfied.

IV. MERMIN’S INEQUALITY FOR GHZ

STATES

Suppose that we have three spin 1/2 quantum systems
and that we measure either σ̂x or σ̂y on each of these. If
the spin components are local objective properties, then
expressions involving their values should be well defined,
even if only one spin component for each particle is ac-
tually measured in each run of the experiment. Let us
denote the values of the spin components for particle i
with xi and yi. It is easily verified that for each experi-
mental run we must have [11]

− 2 ≤ x1x2x3 − x1y2y3 − y1x2y3 − y1y2x3 ≤ 2 (8)

because the spin components xi and yi can take only the
values ±1. In fact one realizes that a similar inequality
would hold for any measurement directions for each of
the particles. The reason for choosing x and y is, that
for the quantum GHZ state,

|GHZ〉 =
1√
2

(|+〉1|+〉2|+〉3 + |−〉1|−〉2|−〉3) , (9)

we find that

〈GHZ|σ̂1

xσ̂
2

xσ̂
3

x − σ̂1

xσ̂
2

yσ̂
3

y − σ̂1

y σ̂
2

xσ̂
3

y − σ̂1

y σ̂
2

y σ̂
3

x|GHZ〉 = 4
(10)

because the GHZ state is an eigenstate of all the four
operator combinations σ̂1

xσ̂
2

xσ̂
3

x, σ̂1

xσ̂
2

y σ̂
3

y, σ̂1

y σ̂
2

xσ̂
3

y and

σ̂1

y σ̂
2

yσ̂
3

x in Eq.(10). The GHZ state maximally violates
inequality (8).

A. Mermin’s inequality and joint quantum

measurements

In a joint measurement, whether quantum mechanical
or not, there will be results ±1 for the measured spin
components. Therefore inequality (8) must be satisfied,
at least if we demand that both x and y components
are measured on each of the three systems. This means
that Mermin’s inequality being satisfied is a necessary
condition for a joint quantum mechanical measurement
to exist. It does not, however, have to be a sufficient
condition.

In fact, in order for a joint quantum measurement to
satisfy inequality (8), it suffices to require that the x

and y components are measured on systems 1 and 2
only. In order to see this, we start with the condition
for the joint measurements on one of two spin compo-
nents given in Eq. (2). Condition (2) means that unless
the measurement directions a and b are parallel, both α
and β have to be less than one. Now, with a = x and
b = y, we find using condition (2) that α2 +β2 ≤ 1 must
hold. In terms of the three-particle correlation function
E(x1, x2, x3) = x1x2x3 and other similar combinations,
inequality (8) reads

|E(x1, x2, x3)−E(x1, y2, y3)−E(y1, x2, y3)−E(y1, y2, x3)| ≤ 2.
(11)

The quantum-mechanical average of the correlation func-
tion EQM (x1, x2, x3) = 〈ψ|σ̂1

x ⊗ σ̂2

x ⊗ σ̂3

x|ψ〉, if the mea-
surements of the spins along the x directions for particles
1 and 2 are made jointly with measurements of the spins
along y, will be

EQM (xJ
1
, xJ

2
, x3) = α1α2〈ψ|σ̂1

x ⊗ σ̂2

x ⊗ σ̂3

x|ψ〉, (12)

where J denotes a joint measurement. This relation is
valid for any state |ψ〉, and follows from the fact that
expectation values for σ̂1

x and σ̂2

x are scaled by the factors
α1 and α2 for any measured state (see the appendix for
a proof). Similarly, we find that

EQM (yJ
1
, yJ

2
, x3) = β1β2〈ψ|σ̂1

y ⊗ σ̂2

y ⊗ σ̂3

x|ψ〉
EQM (yJ

1
, xJ

2
, y3) = β1α2〈ψ|σ̂1

y ⊗ σ̂2

x ⊗ σ̂3

y |ψ〉 (13)

EQM (xJ
1
, yJ

2
, y3) = α1β2〈ψ|σ̂1

x ⊗ σ̂2

y ⊗ σ̂3

y |ψ〉.

For the GHZ state, we therefore find that

|EQM (xJ
1
, xJ

2
, x3) − EQM (xJ

1
, yJ

2
, y3)

−EQM (yJ
1
, xJ

2
, y3) − EQM (yJ

1
, yJ

2
, x3)|

= α1α2 + α1β2 + β1α2 + β1β2

= (α1 + β1)(α2 + β2). (14)

As α2

1
+β2

1
≤ 1 and α2

2
+β2

2
≤ 1, it follows that α1 +β1 ≤√

2 and α2 + β2 ≤
√

2, so that

|EQM (xJ
1
, xJ

2
, x3) − EQM (xJ

1
, yJ

2
, y3)

−EQM(yJ
1
, xJ

2
, y3) − EQM (yJ

1
, yJ

2
, x3)| ≤ 2, (15)

with equality holding if and only if α1 = β1 = α2 = β2 =
1/

√
2. To summarize, requiring that quantum mechani-

cal joint measurements of spin along x and y are made
on particles 1 and 2 (as opposed to measurements of spin
along either x or spin along y) means that inequality
(8), or rather the average of this inequality, is satisfied

for the GHZ state. Moreover, we know that there always
is a joint quantum measurement which achieves equality
in condition (2). Therefore there is always a pair of joint
quantum measurements for particles 1 and 2, so that the
equality is reached in (8) and (15).

The fact that we only have to demand that a joint mea-
surement is made on systems 1 and 2, and not on system
3, is similar to the situation for the CHSH inequality.
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For three particles with two measurement settings each,
a (classical) joint probability distribution for all six ob-
servables necessarily exists if a probability distribution
exists for all quintets of observables. This follows from
Fine’s result relating to the CHSH situation, where the
existence of joint probability distributions for all triples
of observables implies the existence of a joint probability
for all four observables [7].

B. Mermin-type inequality for joint measurements

along any spin directions

We can also prove that an inequality of a form similar
to Mermin’s inequality must be satisfied for joint quan-
tum mechanical measurements, when the measurements
are made along any spin directions. Let us assume that,
on the first particle, we make a joint measurement of
spins along directions a1 and b1, with results aJ

1
and bJ

1
,

and on the second particle a joint measurement along
directions a2 and b2, with results aJ

2
and bJ

2
. On the

third particle we measure spin either along direction a3

or b3, with measurement outcomes a3 and b3. The mea-
surement outcomes for any spin component is either +1
or -1. Clearly the product of any measurement results
on the first and second particles will also take either the
value +1 or -1. Assuming that the measurement direc-
tion for particle 3 is a3, we can write

p(aJ
1
bJ
2

= bJ
1
aJ
2
)

= p(aJ
1
bJ
2

= bJ
1
aJ
2

= a3) + p(aJ
1
bJ
2

= bJ
1
aJ
2

= −a3)

≥ |p(aJ
1
bJ
2

= bJ
1
aJ
2

= a3) − p(aJ
1
bJ
2

= bJ
1
aJ
2

= −a3)|

=
1

2
|E(aJ

1
, bJ

2
, a3) + E(bJ

1
, aJ

2
, a3)|. (16)

Here we have assumed that well-defined joint probabili-
ties exist for all the jointly measured observables. This is
a necessary condition for joint measurements. In a sim-
ilar way, assuming that the measurement direction for
particle 3 is b3, we can write

p(aJ
1
aJ
2

= −bJ
1
bJ
2
)

= p(aJ
1
aJ
2

= −bJ
1
bJ
2

= b3) + p(aJ
1
aJ
2

= −bJ
1
bJ
2

= −b3)
≥ |p(aJ

1
aJ
2

= −bJ
1
bJ
2

= b3) − p(aJ
1
aJ
2

= −bJ
1
bJ
2

= −b3)|

=
1

2
|E(aJ

1
, aJ

2
, b3) − E(bJ

1
, bJ

2
, b3)|. (17)

The probabilities p(aJ
1
bJ
2

= bJ
1
aJ
2
) and p(aJ

1
aJ
2

= −bJ
1
bJ
2
)

do not depend on the direction along which spin is mea-
sured on the third particle. This follows from the no-
signaling condition [17]. Furthermore, we can check that
p(aJ

1
bJ
2

= bJ
1
aJ
2
) + p(aJ

1
aJ
2

= −bJ
1
bJ
2
) = 1, for example

by noting that p(aJ
1
bJ
2

= bJ
1
aJ
2
) = p(aJ

1
bJ
2
bJ
1
aJ
2

= 1) and
p(aJ

1
aJ
2

= −bJ
1
bJ
2
) = p(aJ

1
aJ
2
bJ
1
bJ
2

= −1). By adding the
inequalities (16) and (17) we get

|E(aJ
1
, bJ

2
, a3) + E(bJ

1
, aJ

2
, a3)|

+ |E(aJ
1
, aJ

2
, b3) − E(bJ

1
, bJ

2
, b3)| ≤ 2, (18)

which can also be written as

|E(aJ
1
, bJ

2
, a3) + E(bJ

1
, aJ

2
, a3)

+ E(aJ
1
, aJ

2
, b3) − E(bJ

1
, bJ

2
, b3)| ≤ 2. (19)

As for the CHSH inequality, these two forms of the in-
equality are equivalent, as they have to hold for all mea-
surement directions. This is a Mermin-type inequality
for three-particle correlations. Choosing all the direc-
tions ai to be x and all the directions bi to be y, we
get the inequality (8). We have shown therefore, that if
we require joint probability distributions to exist for the
result combinations (a1b2, b1a2, a3) and (a1a2, b1b2, b3),
which is clearly a necessary condition for a joint quan-
tum measurement to exist, then the GHZ inequality will
be satisfied. Joint quantum measurements will therefore
satisfy the GHZ inequality.

C. The CHSH inequality, Mermin’s inequality and

joint quantum measurements

We will now discuss a connection between the CHSH
and Mermin inequalities in the context of joint quantum
measurements. We can rewrite inequality (8) as

−2 ≤ 1

2
[(x1 + y1)(x2x3 − y2y3 − x2y3 − y2x3)

+(x1 − y1)(x2x3 − y2y3 + x2y3 + y2x3)] ≤ 2. (20)

We have just shown, that if we make a joint quantum
measurement of spin along x and y on any two of the
three quantum systems, then this inequality, or more pre-
cisely its average, is satisfied.

If we make a joint quantum measurement of spin
along x and y only on quantum system 1, then ei-
ther x1 + x2 or x1 − x2 is equal to zero. The ab-
solute value of the other nonzero quantity is equal to
2. Furthermore, we know that the maximum value of
both |E(x2, x3) − E(y2, y3) − E(x2, y3) − E(y2, x3)| and

|E(x2, x3)−E(y2, y3)+E(x2, y3)+E(y2, x3)| is 2
√

2. This
is Cirel’son’s bound [18], i.e. the maximum violation of
the CHSH inequality which is possible within quantum
mechanics. It can be demonstrated that this bound is a
consequence of quantum complementarity [19]. The av-
erage of the expression in the middle of equation (20) will

therefore lie between −2
√

2 and +2
√

2. Also if we make
a joint measurement only on particle 2 or 3 instead of
particle 1, the average will lie between −2

√
2 and +2

√
2.

Finally, if we do not require any joint quantum mea-
surements at all, we know that for the GHZ state the
middle expression in inequality (20) takes the value 4.
We thus see that requiring joint measurements on two,
one, or none of the three quantum systems means that
the maximum absolute value of the average of the expres-
sion in inequality (20) goes from 2, which sets the local

realistic bound, to 2
√

2, and to to 4, respectively [20].
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V. GISIN’S INEQUALITY WITH THREE

MEASUREMENT SETTINGS

We proceed to discuss some cases where the restrictions
for quantum mechanical joint measurements to exist are
not equivalent to the corresponding local realistic bounds
on correlation functions. Gisin has considered generaliza-
tions of Bell inequalities for two spin 1/2 particles and
N measurement settings for each particle [13]. For three
measurement directions a1,b1 and c1 for the first parti-
cle, and a2,b2 and c2 for the second, the inequality

a1(a2+b2+c2)+b1(a2+b2−c2)+c1(a2−b2−c2) ≤ 5 (21)

has to hold as all ai, bi and ci can be assigned val-
ues +1 or -1. One now chooses co-planar directions
a2 = (1, 0, 0), b2 = (cos(π/3), sin(π/3), 0), and c2 =
(cos(2π/3), sin(2π/3), 0), with a1 antiparallel to a2+b2+
c2, b1 antiparallel to a2 +b2 − c2, and c1 antiparallel to
a2 − b2 − c2. For the singlet state, the correlation func-
tions are given by E(a, b) = −a · b, and one therefore
obtains

E(a1, a2) + E(a1, b2) + E(a1, c2)

+E(b1, a2) + E(b1, b2) − E(b1, c2) (22)

+E(c1, a2) − E(c1, b2) − E(c1, c2)

= |a2 + b2 + c2| + |a2 + b2 − c2| + |a2 − b2 − c2|
= 6,

which is clearly greater than 5. The left hand side (LHS)
of the previous inequality is just the LHS of inequality
(21), rewritten in terms of correlation functions. The
violation ratio is therefore 6/5 for the singlet state.

One might ask why we did not instead consider the
inequality

a1(a2 + b2 + c2) + b1(a2 + b2 − c2)

+c1(a2 − b2 − c2) + d1(a2 − b2 + c2) ≤ 6, (23)

which includes a fourth combination a2 − b2 + c2, absent
from inequality (21). The answer is, that for the quantum
singlet state and the co-planar directions we have chosen,
a2 − b2 + c2 would be zero. This term would therefore
not contribute to the expression involving the correlation
functions. As a consequence, inequality (23) is not vio-
lated by quantum mechanics. It is more advantageous to
only include three co-planar vectors a2 ±b2 ± c2, choos-
ing a2,b2, c2 so that the length of the fourth vector is
zero.

We could also choose a2 = x,b2 = y and c2 = z, so
that the length of all four vectors a2 ±b2 ±c2 is

√
3. We

would then choose four vectors a1,b1, c1 and d1 antipar-
allel to these vectors, so that the correlations are maximal
for the singlet state. But even in this case the violation
of the resulting Bell inequality would be less than for in-
equality (21) and co-planar directions. The expression of
the correlation functions would have the maximal value
4
√

3, and the violation ratio would be 4
√

3/6 ≈ 1.155,

which is less than 6/5 = 1.2. The violation is bigger for
co-planar vectors as the length of the sums and differ-
ences of three co-planar vectors can be made larger than
for the choice a2 = x,b2 = y and c2 = z.

Let us now assume that we make joint quantum
mechanical measurements of spin in the three direc-
tions a2,b2 and c2. Strictly speaking we only know
what the restriction on a joint measurement of spin
along two directions is, not what the restriction is
for three directions. For the co-planar choice of
a2 = (1, 0, 0), b2 = (cos(π/3), sin(π/3), 0), and c2 =
(cos(2π/3), sin(2π/3), 0), however, it turns out that a
joint measurement of spin in the directions a2 and c2

allows us to infer a result for direction b2, as this is a
linear combination of the two other directions. The con-
dition for a joint measurement along directions a2 and c2

is

|αa2 + γc2| + |αa2 − γc2| ≤ 2. (24)

If we take α = γ, this condition means that α = γ ≤
2/(1 +

√
3). The jointly measured expectation values we

would arrive at are

a2 = α〈a2 · σ̂〉, c2 = α〈c2 · σ̂〉 and

b2 = α〈(a2 + c2) · σ̂〉 = α〈b2 · σ̂〉. (25)

The correlation functions for the joint measurement will
again be proportional to those of the corresponding sharp
measurements, EJ (a1, a2) = αE(a1, a2), and similarly
for other pairs of directions. We therefore get

EJ(a1, a2) + EJ (a1, b2) + EJ(a1, c2)

+EJ(b1, a2) + EJ (b1, b2) − EJ (b1, c2) (26)

+EJ(c1, a2) − EJ(c1, b2) − EJ (c1, c2)

= α (|a2 + b2 + c2| + |a2 + b2 − c2| + |a2 − b2 − c2|)

≤ 2

1 +
√

3
6 ≈ 4.392 < 5.

If we require making joint measurements of the three co-
planar directions a2,b2 and c2, then the Bell inequality
given in (21) is clearly not violated. Furthermore, it is
not possible to reach equality in (21). This is in contrast
to the case for the CHSH and GHZ inequalities, where it
was possible at least to reach equality when making joint
quantum mechanical measurements on all but one of the
quantum systems.

What happens if we consider joint measurements along
three mutually orthogonal directions? The condition re-
stricting joint measurements of spin along three direc-
tions a,b and c should be most restrictive when the three
directions are as incompatible as possible. It is easy to
show (see [14]) that a sufficient condition for a joint mea-
surement along three directions is

α2 + β2 + γ2 ≤ 1, (27)

where α, β, γ are the factors by which the expectation
values for spin along a,b and c must scale down. This
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condition is clearly not always necessary for arbitrary
measurement directions. It is evidently too restrictive
for example when the directions are co-planar, or when
two of the directions are the same. We believe, however,
that it is indeed necessary when a = x, b = y and c =
z. In this case, it would follow from condition (27) that

α (|x + y + z| + |x + y − z| (28)

+|x− y − z| + |x − y + z|) ≤ 4 < 6,

when α = β = γ. Making a joint measurement along the
x,y and z directions would force the correlations to keep
well below the local realistic bound.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the similarities and differences
between Bell inequalities and the conditions for joint
quantum mechanical measurements. In a Bell inequality,
one considers measurements on two or more particles.
On each particle, one can choose between two or more
measurement directions. Local realism, or the assump-
tion that we can assign a value to each quantity, whether
measured or not, leads us to inequalities for the corre-
lation functions of the measurements. Some quantum
mechanical states are found to violate these inequalities,
if we only measure one of the involved observables on
each quantum system in each run of the experiment.

If, however, we make joint quantum mechanical mea-
surements of all the observables involved, then the corre-
sponding Bell inequality always has to be satisfied. This
follows from the fact that performing a joint measure-
ment means that values for each of the observables nec-
essarily exist in each run of the experiment. The CHSH
inequality and Mermin’s inequality for GHZ states turn
out to be equivalent to the restrictions posed by mak-
ing joint quantum measurements. Bell inequalities, how-
ever, are not always sufficient conditions for joint quan-
tum measurements to exist. We have shown that Gisin’s
inequality for three co-planar directions is found to be
weaker than the condition placed by making joint mea-
surements of the involved observables.

It remains to be understood exactly why the joint mea-
surement condition and the CHSH and Mermin inequal-
ities are equivalent.
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APPENDIX: CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR

JOINT MEASUREMENTS

For a joint measurement of the spin observables Â =
a · ~σ and B̂ = b · ~σ, we have required that

AJ = α〈Â〉 and BJ = β〈B̂〉 (A.1)

hold for any measured state. Here α and β are positive
constants and AJ and BJ are expectation values of the
jointly measured observables. In this appendix, we will
show that correlation functions scale in the same way as
the eigenvalues.

Suppose that we have two spin 1/2 particles in a state
|ψ12〉, which may be entangled. For simplicity, we here
present the case of a pure state, but the proof can easily
be generalized to mixed states. We are making a joint
measurement of spin along a and b on system 1. On the
second system, we measure spin along direction c. Let
us consider the correlation for the measurements of spin
along a and c. Denoting the measurement results by a
and c, the correlation function is given by

EJ (a, c) = [p(a = +|c = +) − p(a = −|c = +)]p(c = +)

−[p(a = +|c = −) − p(a = −|c = −)]p(c = −)

where p(a = x|c = y) means the conditional probability
of obtaining a = x given that c = y has been obtained,
and J denotes that a joint measurement was made on
system 1. Let us denote the conditional state of system
1, given that c = + was obtained, by |ψ1(c = +)〉, and
the conditional state, given that c = − was obtained, by
|ψ1(c = −)〉. For both these states, as for any state of sys-
tem 1, we know that the expectation value for the jointly
measured spin observable changes according to equation
(A.1). Moreover, the conditional states are independent
of whether or not a joint measurement is made on system
1. Therefore we have that

EJ(a, c) = α〈ψ1(c = +)|a · ~σ|ψ1(c = +)〉p(c = +)

−α〈ψ1(c = −)|a · ~σ|ψ1(c = −)〉p(c = −)

= αE(a, c), (A.2)

where E(a, c) is the correlation function in the case where
the spin observables are measured on their own on both
systems 1 and 2.




